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Abstract: Geography education can facilitate learners’ critical thinking and argumentation skills
to make well-reasoned decisions on social and environmental issues. This study reports on a
geography course consisting of 18 lessons, each of them 75 min, designed to afford intensive practice
in argumentation to upper secondary school students (n = 21) and following the dramatic arc. The
study produces examples of different developmental pathways of upper secondary school students’
argumentation during the geography course. In this qualitative case study, the data were collected
from learning diaries and analyzed using content analysis following ARRA-analysis (Analysis of
Reasoning, Rhetorics and Argumentation), which is based on Toulmin’s argumentation model.
The results indicated that most of the students developed justified arguments and composed clear
claims and relevant rhetorical modes such as qualifications, rhetorical questions and rebuttals.
Justification categories that were mainly used were backings, grounds and warrants. However, some
students had difficulties in recognizing the main claim and arguments. The students developed their
argumentation skills following the dramatic arc. They possessed the prerequisites for argumentative
reasoning and writing but needed further practice in analytical and critical writing.
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1. Introduction
Informed citizens need to be able to make decisions. Therefore, it is important that
they learn to present evidence-based arguments. In recent years, research on argumentation
in school education has increased sharply [1–6]. The term argumentation refers to the
process of creating a considered or reasoned opinion on an issue or problem, based on
relevant information: individual or group perception of the issue or problem and personal
or social values. It includes drawing conclusions through logical reasoning.
According to Toulmin [7], the basic unit of argumentation is an argument. The aim
of an argument is to convince the other party of the matter at hand [8]. Key components
in argumentation are a person’s claim, grounds to support this claim, and backing the
grounds with a warrant [7]. Three additional elements include a backing, rebuttal and
qualifier [9] related to the quality of the structure of the argumentation chain [10]. In the
context of classroom-based teaching and learning, ‘argument’ often refers to reasoning
used in a discussion or debate. In this study, the focus is on how the arguments presented
are justified by sufficiently quantitative and qualitatively valid data that together form
reliable chains of argumentation [7,11,12].
Research has shown the usefulness of argumentation in teaching and learning, especially in cross-disciplinary approaches such as education for sustainable development and
global citizenship [13]. Cross-disciplinarity is also at the heart of geography due to the
holistic, global and regional nature of the field [14,15]. Environmental and social issues
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and phenomena increasingly intersect due to advances in science and technology [16].
Particularly, according to the Finnish upper secondary school curriculum, the teaching of
environmental and social issues is linked to, among other things, building a sustainable future, living in a sustainable way, and promoting sustainable innovations [15]. These are the
goals of education and teaching further defined in the Education 2030 Agenda published in
2017 by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [17]. Geography provides a good context for studying secondary school students’ argumentation skills
and their development during teaching and learning processes concerning environmental
and social issues.
Previous studies have shown that argumentation skills are challenging to study, but
also challenging to teach [2,18,19]. The teaching of argumentation skills has been seen to
take up too much time and space from subject knowledge teaching, and thus has also been
perceived as a resource issue. In Finland, the upper secondary school geography course,
which is named “Common world”, involves several cross-disciplinary topics in which
social- and science-based issues intertwine. These issues are, for example, climate change
and overpopulation, sources of livelihood and natural resources, welfare and development.
The topics of the course touch every individual and can evoke emotions. Therefore, the
structure of the course was chosen to follow the “dramatic arc”. A “dramatic arc” is a
literary term for the path a story follows, in this study it is a teaching approach. It provides a backbone by providing a clear beginning, middle, and end of the story [20,21].
With the help of the dramatic arc, such basic elements of drama such as roles, metaphors,
tensions and conflicts, as well as time and space [22], combine to integrate the content
of teaching into the student’s own context. Teaching is expected to support the development of students’ argumentation skills. Based on the ideas outlined above, using the
dramatic arc framework and an argumentation approach, we explored what the secondary
school students’ argumentation skills are and how they develop in a geography course on
environmental and social issues following a dramatic arc.
2. Theoretical Framework
Argumentation education has many benefits. It can increase learning motivation
when students are free to share their thoughts without the limiting questions posed by
the teacher [23]. Students’ engagement in argumentation can motivate listening to other
students’ ideas, foster interest in them, and lead to a discussion about which ideas are best
justified [24]. Argumentation can also support students’ learning of subject knowledge,
for example, when they are involved in shaping ideas and defining concepts [25]. During
the argumentation process, students come to understand the issues they are studying
more deeply as they consider the veracity or credibility of the arguments made by other
students [26]. In addition, practicing argumentation makes information visible, facilitates
exchange or perspective-sharing activities, develops information searching, increases selfreflection, creates a culture of community discourse with respectful objections and finally
creates new knowledge [27,28]. The benefits of argumentation education are presented
in Figure 1.
Argumentation has often seen to be challenging. Previous studies have shown that
individuals of all ages perform poorly in assessments of both production and evaluation
of arguments [29,30]. Students have several problems in producing arguments, paraphrasing and utilizing knowledge from different sources [31–34]. They have problems
in constructing written texts [35,36], formulating arguments and combining theory and
argument-related evidence, i.e., constructing arguments [2,37,38]. They also lack the competences to cite properly [39]. The use of, and reference to, student information sources
has generated a debate about plagiarism [40]. Students may repeat the things presented
in the sources instead of presenting their own ideas [41]. Reasons for these problems
are insufficient participation of students in classroom discourse [2] and teachers’ limited
pedagogical skills in organizing activities supporting argumentation discourse [42].
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about them, they become familiar with complex inter-relationships and connections. In
this case, argumentation can support their learning process [13]. Geography education
has thus the potential “to connect people more closely with their surroundings and give
greater meaning to their lives” [55]. This perspective is crucial when developing students’
knowledge, skills and attitudes [17,56] related to the commitment to and advocacy for
the environment.
This study aims to answer the following research questions:
Research Question 1 (RQ1). What are the argumentation skills of Finnish upper secondary
school students in the context of geographical issues?
Research Question 2 (RQ2). How do argumentation skills concerning environmental and social
issues develop in a geography course following a dramatic arc?
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Participants, Context and Data Collection
The participants of the study were 21 upper secondary school students (aged 17–18)
who completed the geography course “Common World”. The selected student group was
one of the seven groups of similar courses, which contained approximately 200 students
from four different Finnish upper secondary schools. The data were collected from students’
learning diaries. The use of learning diaries is a suitable method for learning difficult crossdisciplinary subjects, because students need to reflect on their learning and understanding.
Learning diaries offer a good platform for students’ own views of the topics [57]. The
instructions for writing learning diaries were semi-structured, which gave the students
freedom to create their own learning diaries [57,58]. The most important instruction was
that the students should produce their own critical thinking, claims and argumentation
from the main topics of the lesson. The instructions also emphasized that the learning
diary should be written after each lesson, pointing out the value for learning and the fact
that the diary would affect the evaluation of the course. In this study, the word text is
conceptualized to mean one text, that a student has written for one lesson. The essential
freedoms were that the students were able to choose certain specific areas of the lesson’s
main topics and they were free to choose the time and place to write the learning diary.
The appropriate length of one text was defined as about half to one page. Learning diaries
were uploaded on an O365 portal and the teacher had access to read the texts. The teacher
commented on individual students’ texts weekly during the course, and also provided
help with writing tips if needed.
The learning diaries were just one working method in the course and there were
also many others involved, for example group discussions and panels, media analysis
assignments from different types of sources, short presentations on some of the smaller
themes, and of course a teacher-led review of the most difficult details. In addition, there
was a final exam on the most important phenomena and concepts of the course, but the
course grade also consisted of other course work, such as the evaluation of study diaries.
3.2. The Dramatic Arc as a Basis of a Geography Course
The structure of the geography course was conformed to the dramatic arc (known also
as narrative arc or story arc), with the rising action, the climax, and the falling action [59].
In this study, the structure of the dramatic arc has been applied so that it has four parts
(acts): starting hook, rising action, climax, and conclusion [60]. These parts were separated
into eight smaller sections and each section handled the main topics of the course including
two or three lessons (Figure 2). The starting hook included topic 1 “What is culture and
what is my cultural identity” and topic 2 “Development cooperation and measures of the
development”. The purpose of these topics is to arouse interest in the content of the course
and increase students’ self-reflection skills [27].
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The rising action included more topics than the other acts: 3 “Population growth”,
4 “Migration”, 5 “Urbanization and regional planning” and 6 “Livelihood and natural
resources”. In these topics, student’s knowledge and understanding of the course content
grows and the connections between the different topics become clearer. This extensive
and multidisciplinary act also develops information seeking. Topic 7 “Globalization and
world economy” is the climax act, where the previous topics intertwine and form a coherent whole. In this act, new knowledge that is created during the course is constructed
from many different points of view which are justified with multiple arguments. Topic 8
“Development cooperation and sustainable development” is the conclusion. This final act
creates an understanding of the importance of a community dialogue culture in solving
common challenges and provides the final solutions to the challenging topics of the course
(cf. Figure 1).
3.3. Data Analysis
The study was a qualitative case study [61,62] and the analysis was based on ARRAanalysis (Analysis of Reasoning, Rhetorics and Argumentation) [63,64]. ARRA analysis [63,64] is a tool for identifying the components of argumentation. It is based on Toulmin’s Argumentation Pattern (TAP) [7] and has been used especially for educational
research and written material [64–66]. Parts of the argument form an argumentation chain
and the main parts are claims, justifications and rhetorical modes [7,11,63,64]. In ARRA
analysis these parts are separated into more detailed categories. Justification, which is
focused on claim (C), is separated into offer ground or evidence (ground [G]), abstract
concepts such as a theory or common knowledge (backing [B]) and more concrete justification (warrant [W]), such as sense observations, book texts, speeches, something which
can be checked or touched. Rhetorical modes are links between justifications and claims.
These expressions glue the parts of the argumentation chain together and make the ar-
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In addition to the general analysis described above, the development of argumentation
skills was also examined at the individual level of students. Individual students’ argumentation was compared to the average results of the student group using SOLO (The structure
of the observed learning outcome) taxonomy [67–69]. Students who did not approach the
topic in an appropriate way were included in (1) Prestructural level, corresponding to the
SOLO taxonomy for describing students’ skill levels. These students used tautology, or
just repeated the content of the lesson. They had not understood the points of the issues.
In the second level (2) Unistructural, students had some relevant views of the topic but
there was no connection between claims and argumentation. Understanding was minimal
and below the average. In the level (3) Multistructural, students had several relevant views
of the topic, independent claims, and the topic was understood serially, but there were
unclear connections between the argumentation. In the level (4) Relational, students had
relevant views of the topic, independent claims and argumentation, which was integrated
into an overall coherent structure, was above the average. In the level (5) Extended abstract,
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Figure 4. An example of one text and analysis from the text by student 9, which deals with topic 3 “Population growth”.
Claims (C) are colored red, justifications (G and B) shades of brown and rhetorical modes (Q, pq and e) shades of blue.
Claims (C) are colored red, justifications (G and B) shades of brown and rhetorical modes (Q, pq and e) shades of blue.
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Figure 6. Appearance of argumentation categories in upper secondary school students’ learning diaries. The table shows
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(S13:5c.)
There are four claims (C1–C4) which handle the same topic but different issues,
without any connection. The following example also has four claims (C1–C4), although in
this case the claims are connected and they support each other: ”Religions, cultures and
different languages are spreading around the globe and the world is constantly changing
(C1). English, which has become the dominant language, is conquering, and becoming
more and more common (C2). Whether you go to America, Africa or Asia, you will do
well with English (C3). I think it is good that there is a language on earth that the majority
understands (C4).” (S18:1c.)
Justifications provided basis for the arguments: “If there was a restriction in Finland
that there should be only one child in a family, then I would be an only child (G1). I think
that would be weird (C1) because my little siblings are most important to me (G2).” (S21:3a.)
In addition to one argument (C1), one student wrote two grounds (G1 and G2) which
were based on the student’s own life and observation. In the next example the way of
argumentation is similar to that in the previous case, but justification is made with more
common views and abstract backing (B1): “Many children from a poor family feel happy
(C1) even if they only have a family and nothing else (B1). They do not need a television,
a smartphone, or a Chanel bag to be happy (C2).” (S18:1b.) In the diary of student S11,
concrete warrants (W1 and W2) bring more reliability to justification for abstract backings
or one’s own grounds (G1): “The media war between Ukraine and Russia reminded me of
how different information they tell about it (G1). Russian news (W1) reports that 200,000
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people have been killed there (due to Ukraine, of course) and Finland (W2) reports that
2000?” (S11:2b.)
Rhetorical modes add quality attributes to argumentation and link parts together
more strongly. The previous example continues: “That is what I have heard (Q1). I do not
understand (R1) why so much propaganda is fed to the people in Russia and everyone
believes it (C1).” (S11:2b.) In this example the student first presents a quality attribute
(Q1) for the justification. Then comes the sentence that contains the final claim (C1) and
critical thinking about rebuttal (R1) of the claim. In the diary of student S12, proper
questions were something that had to be answered and a rhetorical question was more
similar to wondering. In some cases, a rhetorical question (rq1) acted as an answer to a
proper question (pq1): “Why does one product need raw materials from so many different
countries (pq1)? Couldn’t the product be so simple that everything that it needs could be
found in one country (rq1)?” (S12:6b.) Some emotional expressions were also presented in
rhetorical question form: “Where is humanity (e1)?” (S9:5c.) or “Is there any sense in life
(e1)?” (S17:7b.) Typical emotional expression was some frustrating expression such as the
previous, or for example: “In my opinion, it is sad that . . . (e1)” (S9:5c.)
Claims and justification categories indicate that students’ argumentation skills improved during the course, although the number of claims and justifications collapsed in
the last two main topics of the course (Figure 7). Students’ argumentation activity follows
the dramatic arc of the course with the rising action, the climax, and the falling action. The
number of claims (C) and justification (grounds [G] and backings [B]) clearly increases up
to topic 5, where the amount of argumentation reaches a peak. The same phenomenon is
also partly observed in rhetorical modes, the appearance being more fragmented than in
justifications, which are more important parts for argumentation quality. The exception
in the development of justification was the category warrant (W). Students used only few
warrants in all topics throughout the course. Diary texts of the first two topics (topic 1
“What is culture and what is my cultural identity” and topic 2 “Development cooperation
and meters of the development”) were short and seldom argued. After that (in topics
3 “Population growth” and 4 “Migration”), the diversity and number of argumentation
categories increased and were highest in topics after the middle of the course (in topic 5
“Urbanization and regional planning” and topic 6 “Livelihood and natural resources”). In
the sixth topic (6 “Livelihood and natural resources), argumentation decreased and was
lowest in the last topic (8 “Development cooperation and sustainable development”).
4.2. Individual Students’ Argumentation Development
The students were grouped into three main groups based on their argumentation skills.
In first group, students (n = 11) had a weak start, and then developed in argumentation
during the course. These students represent the levels ‘Prestructural’ or ‘Unistructural’
in SOLO taxonomy [68,69]. In the prestructural level the student did not consider the
topic in an appropriate way. He/she used tautology, or just repeated the content of the
lesson. The student had not understood the points of the issues. In the unistructural level,
students presented some relevant views of the topic, but no connection between claims
and argumentation was found. Understanding was minimal.
In the second group, students (n = 9) were on a good level of argumentation in the
beginning, but they did not clearly improve their argumentation during the course. They
were in the Multistructural level in SOLO taxonomy. They were able to present several
relevant views on the topic, as well as independent claims, and the topic was understood.
The connections between the argumentation categories were however unclear. Some of the
students were on a Relational level. They had relevant views on the topic, they presented
independent claims and their argumentation was coherent. The third group contained
students who were good at the beginning and developed to become excellent during the
course. This student level in the SOLO taxonomy is Extended abstract. He/she argued
coherently and re-conceptualized to a deeper understanding and learning.
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The students were grouped into three main groups based on their argumentation
and justification categories G (n = 10), B (n = 5) and W (n = 1)) in the learning diary was
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Figure 8 describes one student’s (S10) argumentation. He/she had a weak start and
clearly developed during the course. The total amount of argumentation (claims (n = 37)
and justification categories G (n = 10), B (n = 5) and W (n = 1)) in the learning diary was
low, although there was a clear peak on topics 5 and 6. There was a clear rising action
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Figure 9. Argumentation chains of student S10 who had a weak start and clearly developed during
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W3) and
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modes (rq1 and rq2) in the first learning diary text of the course on topic 1 “What is culture
and what is my cultural identity” (S2:1a). The most claims are presented in the text of topic
6 “Livelihood and natural resources” (S2:6c) and there are three more (C1–C9) than in the
text of topic 1. The number of justifications drops by three (G1, B1 and B2) and the number
of rhetorical modes increases by two (Q1, Q2, rq1 and rq2). When comparing the texts on
topic 1 and on topic 6, the thinking was critical and the argumentation good in both texts.
The texts were understandable and contained independent claims, good justification and
rhetorical modes such as rhetorical questions which carried the texts.

think so (C5).
Text sample on topic 6:
Could a person live only on local food (rq1)? No (C1). Each of us uses products
imported from afar (B1). Even if someone would claim to live in a self-sufficient economy
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so as not to buy anything (C2), where would the seeds of the plants come from (rq2)?
Probably (Q1) from the other side of the world (C3).
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close-knit Muslim community in London (C2). However, another thinks (W3) that there
were the numbers of the justification categories G (n = 24), B (n = 37) and W (n = 5)). Figure
are very few Muslims in London (C3). If it is difficult to distinguish such different
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Could a person live only on local food (rq1)? No (C1). Each of us uses products imported
from afar (B1). Even if someone would claim to live in a self-sufficient economy so as not
to buy anything (C2), where would the seeds of the plants come from (rq2)? Probably
(Q1) from the other side of the world (C3).
Only one student (S9) was clearly well above the others. This student was good already
at the beginning and developed to an excellent level during the course. The total number
of argumentation categories in the learning diary was high (claims (n = 101)), as were the
numbers of the justification categories G (n = 24), B (n = 37) and W (n = 5)). Figure 12 shows
that this student did not write the learning diary on topic 1 at the beginning of the course
at all, but then the development increased considerably towards topic 5. Thereafter, the
argumentation decreased towards topic 8. This development was similar to that in the
whole group and also to the shape of the dramatic arc.
The student (S9) developed excellently in the argumentation, as shown in the argumentation chains (Figure 13). The student wrote in the first diary text from topic 2
“Development cooperation and meters of the development” (S9:2a). The argumentation of
the first text was better and more comprehensive than the other students’ argumentation.
At the beginning there were six claims (C1–C6), five justifications (B1–B5) and five rhetorical
modes (rq1, rq2, Q1, R1 and R2). In the text of topic 5 “Urbanization and regional planning”
(S9:5c), the number of claims increased to 14 (C1–C14). The number of justifications was
only four (B1-B4), but rhetorical modes increased to 16 (Q1, Q2, Q3, R1, R2, rq1–rq10 and
e1). All in all, the total number of all categories in this argumentation chain increased to 34,
which is the maximum amount per text of all the data in this study. Although the example
text on topic 2 was shorter and the number of argumentation categories was lower than
that in the text on topic 6, both of these examples form a coherent whole and indicate a
deeper understanding and learning. The following excerpt from topic 6 text represents
a very high level of critical thinking and also indicates how the student used rhetorical
questions as a basis for the claims.
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student (S9) had considerably better argumentation skills than (S10). Argumentation development of the student (S2) was not clear, although he/she presented good argumentation
during the course. There was no clear similarity to the dramatic arc or to the results of the
whole group’s argumentation development.
5. Discussion
The present study contributes to the current argumentation education literature both
conceptually and methodologically [1,11,12]. The aim of the study was to analyze the
quality of upper secondary school students’ argumentation skills in geography education.
We used the ARRA coding system [63,64], which is modified from Toulmin’s [7] ideas. The
benefit of ARRA analysis is that it includes a clear coding scheme [55,64,66]. The coding
scheme used in this study contained the same essential aspects of the justified components
as in general: claim, ground, backing, warrant, qualification, rebuttal, emotional expressions, proper questions and rhetorical questions [7,9,10]. The benefit of ARRA analysis
was that it is a useful tool for assessing the quality of student’s arguments as well as for
visualization of arguments [52,66].
The teaching was implemented in the context of environmental issues and geography
education [19,43] in a course in which upper secondary school students had to develop critical thinking [3,70,71] and argumentative skills [44]. Their argumentative skills developed
well during the course, both in reflexive skills and critical reasoning [45–48].
The upper secondary school students were able to construct written texts, in contrast
to the results of Valentine [35] and Kaposi and Dell [36]. However, they had problems in
formulating justification for all claims [2,18,19,38]. Almost half of the claims presented
by them had no justification at all [3,29]. In our study, the ability to cite properly was not
examined [39]. However, we found that to some extent, upper secondary school students
repeated the things presented in the sources as such without presenting their own thoughts.
This result supports the research results of Abasi and Graves [41]. This was seen especially
in the text without claims.
The results showed that argumentation followed the Dramatic Arc phases [60]. This
was a new and surprising finding. The upper secondary school students’ argumentation
skills improved, becoming better during the course and especially in the climax phase. This
finding is in line with the study of Telenius et al. [72], who found that the oral argumentation
skills of Finnish upper secondary school students improved during the inquiry. The longer
the course continued, the more upper secondary school students generated valid claims
based on grounds and backings showing deeper understanding and learning [3,48,70,71].
The role of the teacher is important in supporting and promoting students’ argumentation
skills [42].
Differences in the development of argumentation chains between upper secondary
school students were observed. In this study we grouped the students into three different
argumentation levels. All the students developed their argumentation skills during the
course, but especially one high-performing student had a longer chain with claims and
justifications than the average- and low-performing students. The low-performing students’
argumentation skills also developed, especially in the climax phase. The upper secondary
students used computers to write their learning diaries, and it is possible that the use
of information and communication technology supported the development of written
argumentation skills [49–51].
The upper secondary school students wrote arguments that required environmental
reasoning. They presented arguments about social welfare, environmental protection,
growing populations in poverty, increasing competition for limited natural resources and
degradation of the environment [53]. It is essential that upper secondary school students be
prepared to develop arguments, and geography education helps prepare students for these
tasks. Previous studies [1,28,73] have shown that the use of arguments plays a critical role
in the development of critical thinking and deep understanding of complex environmental
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and social issues. In this study, the students wrote diaries individually, and thus the role of
interaction and collaboration was not important [13].
In Finland, the school geography curriculum/education [15,74] has undergone many
changes during the past years but it still highlights critical and geographical thinking
skills as well as an interdisciplinary view. Morgan [13] as well as Van der Sheen and
Lidstone [53] also argued that students’ argumentation skills are crucial for understanding
spatial conflicts and complex social and environmental issues. Geographical knowledge
and argumentation skills enable students to follow and participate in debates on significant
local, national and global issues [55,56].
During the process of learning carried out in this study, it was found that the writing
task was not easy for every student. In this study, argumentation is understood as a
capacity to use only written arguments. In further research, it will be very important to
highlight oral argumentation and students’ capacity to use arguments for communicative
purposes [2]. Both written and oral arguments are important in the context of SSI-education.
Socioscientific issues involve open-ended problems with multiple solutions. Collaborative
oral arguments develop through discussion and debate [75].
The instruction for learning diaries was quite open. The advantage of open instruction
is that it allows students to use “natural” arguments. Learning diaries were useful because
argumentation in geography is commonly open-ended, enabling different argumentation
solutions [13]. According to Van der Schee and Lidstone [53], argumentation competence
in geography is important and thus this study can be considered as a successful exploration
into understanding the teaching and learning processes in the upper secondary school.
Previous studies have shown that argumentation has been used primarily in science
education [2,42,76] or environmental topics [19,43]. For example, the use of ICT and
scaffolding are important tools that develop students’ argumentation skills [49,50]. In
addition to these, they can also be developed using drama education including the dramatic
arc, as our study shows.
According to the results of this study, the ARRA argumentation tool seems to be
useful when identifying the components of argumentation in upper secondary school, as
Åhlberg [63–66] has previously shown. The main parts of argumentation chains [7,11,63,64]
were presented in upper secondary school students’ argumentation. These expressions
glue the components of the argumentation chain together and make the argumentation
process more reliable and understandable. Rhetorical mode categories are expressions
of confidence, probability and likelihood (qualification [Q]), rebuttal expressions, which
introduce reservations and the limits of the argumentation (rebuttal [R]), emotional expressions (e), proper questions (pq) and rhetorical questions (rq). Good and high-quality
argumentation includes several justifications and rhetorical modes (Figure 2). The whole
argumentation process may also contain many shorter argumentation chains with multiple
claims [7,11,63,64].
In this study, it was possible to use researcher triangulation to increase the credibility
and validity of research. This was important because it was difficult to apply Ramage’s
et al. [11] and Toulmin’s [7] framework, to distinguish claims, data, warrants, and backings.
The written comments made by students could sometimes be classified into multiple
categories. In this study data was collected with the aid of learning diaries. The learning
diary is not only thought to stimulate cognitive learning strategies, but also to encourage
the application of metacognitive strategies [57]. The diaries also offered the teacher valuable
insights into the student’s learning processes [77]. The learners were encouraged to reflect
on their learning activities and to take responsibility for their own learning process [78].
Assessments of upper secondary school students’ argumentation skills confirm the
failure of the Finnish educational system to provide students with an adequate understanding of social and environmental issues [79]. Thus, the significance of this study is also
connected to changes in our national curriculum, in line with ongoing municipal reforms
in the curriculum and the discussion on geography education. In our rapidly changing,
interdependent and complex world, the importance of argumentation is obviously high.
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This is in line with the results of Juntunen and Aksela [79] in the context of chemistry
education in Finland.
Although the number of participants in this study is quite small, the case study allows
for a profound examination of lesser researched issues [62,70]. These results cannot be
generalized but they can be utilized in planning geography education for upper secondary
school students. Newton, Driver and Osborne [2] highlighted that argumentation is not
only context-specific, but it was also found to be teaching strategy-specific.
In this study, to increase the internal validity and therefore authenticity of the results,
the context has been emphasized by describing it thoroughly and the study design has
been set in terms of the context in which the study was carried out [80]. The plausibility
and integrity of the research has been made explicit by presenting authentic data and
interpreting this data in a transparent manner.
The validity of the research results is based principally on the process of data analysis.
ARRA-analysis as well as SOLO-taxonomy are suitable tools for assessing the quality
of arguments. This study was conducted in one school and one class, which limits the
generalizability of the results. However, the challenges of argumentation are in line
with university students’ as well as upper secondary school students’ argumentation
skills in Finland [27,52,72] and thus, the results may well be transferable to other school
environments in Finland. The results indicate that the experiences expressed by these
upper secondary school students are general in nature. A limitation of the study is that
although the results illustrate a pedagogically well-organized intervention, the data were
based only on learning diaries [81,82]. The disadvantage of learning diaries is that they
are quite time-consuming [77,78]. For ethical reasons all participants were well informed
before the study and it was emphasized that participation was voluntary, and that the
students could withdraw their data from the study at any time.
Participation in society requires increasing awareness of environmental action. Geography education bridges the natural and social sciences, and thus deals with spatial variability
within and between places as well as human activities and their interrelationships and
interactions with environments on local to global scales. In the future, environmental
problems will become more extensive and more significant because of changes in the environment, and thus the role of argumentation in geography and environmental education is
important and topical [72,83].
6. Conclusions
The dramatic arc in the development of skills of Finnish upper secondary school
students was evaluated. Assessments of individual argumentation skills on environmental
and social issues showed that the students improved in their argumentative skills. The
role of argumentation in geography education is important because participation in society
requires increasing awareness of environmental action and participation. It is obvious
that the upper secondary school students have too few opportunities for the practice of
argumentation. Thus, it is important to develop geography education for upper secondary
school students in order to help improve their argumentation skills. With the aid of
the ARRA-argumentation tool, the teacher can analyze students’ writings. In future
research it will be important to study how to scaffold students’ argumentation skills
through the integration of multiple science and environmental texts. Argumentation
research should also be extended to include different schools and educational institutions.
Upper secondary school students make decisions that have far-reaching consequences with
cultural, economic and environmental repercussions for other people and places.
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